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Technology is disrupting every walk of life. Yet until 
recently, the traditional reporting model seemed 
relatively immune. Much discussion around the future 
of reporting assumed the traditional flow of information 
from company to user, and focused on what companies 
report and to whom, rather than when and in what 
format.
But with emerging technologies, such as machine learning, AI and blockchain, 
influencing how companies operate and communicate - corporate reporting needs 
to modernise and recognise how information is sourced, consumed and analysed 
in the 21st century.

We’re encouraged by recent developments – investors use of ‘big data’, the FRC’s 
Reporting Lab’s papers on XBRL and blockchain, and the growing ‘noise’ around 
the imminent arrival of ESEF and what this might mean for preparers, users and the 
quality of reporting. But we’re looking at a bigger change and believe technology will 
fundamentally change today’s reporting model in order for it to remain useful. 

This paper, part of our Confidence in the Future series, sets out our vision for the 
future of reporting, and aims to help companies take action now so when change 
does happen, they’re positioned to take advantage. We look at how some of these 
new technologies will affect the way they use data to manage their business, how 
users will access data on companies, and how it may fundamentally change the 
traditional flow of information between preparer and user.

This is a debate I’m passionate about and I’d like to invite all those involved in 
reporting to join with us to plan for a future where such technologies are at the 
heart of a transformed reporting process.

Executive summary

Mark O’Sullivan 
Head of Corporate Reporting 
PwC UK 
mark.j.osullivan@pwc.com

Corporate reporting 
needs to modernise and 
recognise how information 
is sourced, consumed 
and analysed in the 
21st century.



Company frontrunners have gone 
some way to evolve their reporting 
beyond the conventional, internally-
focussed and historical perspective.  
But technological advances, already 
improving the quantity and quality of 
information available to stakeholders, 
have the potential to disrupt and 
transform not just what is reported 
but the entire reporting system. The 
relative importance of company-
sourced information is under 
question, forcing reporters towards 
a more outward looking and future-
focussed perspective.

Data is at the heart of this change. 
Companies and investors are collating 
and analysing data to help them make 
faster and better-informed decisions. 

While the ‘big data’ story is nothing new, 
the exponential growth in information 
about companies’ activities and data 
generated by those activities – combined 
with technologies that enable the 
efficient consumption and analysis of 
this data - are tipping the balance of 
power in corporate reporting from the 
company to the user. Take, for example, 

the annual report; how will this official 
company version of events continue to 
be relevant if investors can extract and 
model real-time data from external 
sources to determine and predict 
performance?

We see a world where a user will access 
an online platform and dip into as 
much or as little information as they 
need about a company drawn from 
multiple machine-readable sources. 
Advanced technologies such as artificial 
intelligence, blockchain, drones and 
virtual reality will vastly increase the 
quantity of big data. Automation will 
improve the ease with which such data 
is accessed, analysed and consumed. 
Technology will learn users’ preferences 
and push information and offer 
recommendations based on previous 
experiences and actions, enabling more 
in-depth analysis on the information that 
matters most to them.

It will be collated by intelligent software, 
presented through dynamic visualisation 
technologies, and supported by an open 
communications forum that allows users 
to share data with others and engage in 

an ongoing public dialogue about the 
companies. This dialogue will be used 
to constantly refine the information 
available, meaning it will be increasingly 
important for companies to understand 
how their data is being consumed, to 
stay on top of what is reported about 
them and to be able to respond quickly.

Technology is already enabling 
companies to improve the integrity of the 
information they produce and release 
to the public. The winners will be those 
attuned to the sources of data they don’t 
control while harnessing technology to 
build trust in the messages they do. 

There’s also the legal and regulatory 
aspect.  There is a risk that traditional 
frameworks get left behind – 
burdensome and stuck on an outdated 
operational and reporting model, 
becoming increasingly irrelevant to 
how stakeholders collate and consume 
the vast array of data and corporate 
information. 

The end game is not set in stone, but 
action from all those involved in the 
corporate reporting supply chain is 
essential if we are to see a future where 
the regulated reporting model remains 
integral to a technology-transformed 
reporting process.

A technology-enabled reporting model 
will require a fundamental shift in 
the culture of reporting, from risk 
management to one of accountability 
and transparency. Those who are ready 
for this will be in a position to play a 
more proactive role in shaping the story 
about their businesses as it unfolds.
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Corporate reporting is in need of a reboot. Savvy 
companies are recognising and responding to the 
emerging challenges of a new technology-enabled 
environment and are preparing to play an altogether 
changed game. What should companies do now to 
ensure they are fit for the challenges ahead? And what 
can be done to move us all towards a technology-
enabled corporate reporting model that is relevant for 
stakeholders and their changing behaviours?

Introduction



The need for change 

Ongoing efforts to reform the corporate reporting 
model have been largely focused on improving the 
depth, breadth and quality of information disclosed 
by companies.

But the result has not been uniformly 
positive. Today’s framework remains 
predicated on the traditional flow of 
information from companies to their 
shareholders and other interested 
parties. Reforms comprise a patchwork 
of initiatives designed to encourage 
companies to include as much 
information as possible in their annual/
interim reports to meet the needs of 
an increasing number of stakeholders 
sometimes at the expense of providing 
insight. 

While there have been moves to use 
websites as a means of communication, 
today’s reporting model remains largely 
based on the production of ‘paper’ 
documentation – from the publication 
of annual reports to preliminary and 
half-yearly statements – and presumes 
that information is consumed by humans 
rather than by computers in machine-
readable format. 

We also know that trust in the corporate 
reporting that supplements the audited 
financial statements is low. In a PwC 
survey of global investors conducted 
in 2016, only 38% said they trusted 
corporate information on strategic 
goals, risks and key performance 
indicators, with 28% also saying they 
believed management was sufficiently 
transparent about the metrics they used 
internally to plan and manage their 
companies.

Technology is already enabling sources 
of unofficial information to proliferate. 
Investors and analysts are seeking a 

richer view of company performance and 
are using new sources of data accessed 
in new ways to create their own view of 
corporate performance.

And this is only the beginning. 
A PwC investor survey conducted in 
2017 showed that over 80% of the 
663 investors surveyed said that it is 
important that they be able to use large 
volumes of structured and unstructured 
data more effectively in their decision 
making, and expect it to happen within 
the next five years. Furthermore, over 
50% believed they will have access to 
open source data about a company’s 
activities and performance from third 
parties and data aggregators over the 
same period of time.

Five years is not a long time given that 
the technologies enabling this shift 
already exist.
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Technological 
transformation

Most of the technologies that will 
transform the reporting model already 
exist, but their impact has yet to be 
fully felt. Even those that have begun to 
mature, such as social media platforms, 
corporate websites, digital financial 
reports and searchable company data, 
still have the potential to develop and 
further enrich the dialogue between 
companies and their stakeholders.

Those same technologies also have the 
ability to help organisations collate and 
produce information internally in a more 
timely and accurate way – whether it 
is eventually released through formal 
annual reporting channels or is retained 
for internal use. 

Here, we describe how some of these 
technologies may transform various 
aspects of the corporate reporting 
model.1

Harnessing data

Artificial intelligence (AI) will 
power many of the developments 
that enable external users to harness 
data and companies to rapidly and 
accurately compile reports. While 
machine-readable annual reports are 
not routinely prepared by AI today, once 
they become more mainstream, the 
possibilities for creating and increasing 
data rapidly multiply.

Extensible Business Reporting 
Language (XBRL) is an early sign of 
how the traditional reporting model 
is being disrupted. XBRL ‘tags’ data 
so that machines can read financial 
statements in a structured way. By 
2020, the European Single Electronic 
Format (ESEF) will require all listed 
companies across the region to file their 
consolidated annual reports in a digital 

format. The European Commission’s 
short-term vision is that the national 
repositories of the machine-readable 
data will be linked so that an investor 
can, through a single access point, 
interrogate and mine information 
relating to all EU-regulated listed 
companies. Answers to questions such 
as “which EU listed companies in the 
telecoms sector have a Return on Capital 
Employed greater than 10%?” will be 
available instantly. Once implemented, 
this opens the door for the automatic 
creation of reports and queries by 
artificial intelligence programs.

AI’s natural language technologies 
also promise to revolutionise the way 
that companies leverage the data they 
generate in their operations into their 
financial reporting. Machines that 
use such technologies already access 
and analyse management information 
from across organisations to develop 
commentary on the trends they identify. 
Within the next few years, the same 
technology could use corporate data 
to create the first draft of a quarterly 
or annual report, or other external 
communications. Some investment 
banks and news organisations are 
already using similar tools.

If the reports produced by natural 
language technology are unintelligible 
or at odds with expectations, that could 
signal issues with the quality of the 
underlying data set, anomalies in that 
data, or in the company’s performance: 
a point when a human then needs to 

1	 	For	more	information	about	each	of	them,	and	others,	see	our	review	of	the	‘Essential	Eight’	emerging	technologies	(https://www.pwc.co.uk/services/consulting/
technology/insights/eight-emerging-technologies-learn-to-love.html).	

It’s estimated that over 20 billion devices will be 
connected to the internet by 2020, all of which provide 
valuable behavioural information on companies, 
consumers and stakeholders. Increases in the amount 
of data generated, combined with increased storage 
capacity and increased processing power, give companies 
the ability to make better decisions about their business 
and, in turn, tell their strategic story. However, companies 
are not the only ones generating data and producing 
information about themselves – more and more of it will 
be available from other sources.



intervene. Significantly, this relatively 
judgement-free production of reports 
could bypass the human propensity 
to make sense of information through 
hidden biases.

Today, analysts and investors are 
using disparate data sets to help 
them corroborate company-sourced 
financial data. For example, data from 
satellite images of plant facilities or 
shipping container sensor data helps 
stakeholders check on companies’ 
current inventories to interrogate 
existing and projected sales figures 
and forecasts. Stakeholders are using 
footfall data from key shopping 
locations collated from smartphone 
app geolocation data to assess the 
performance of retail outlets even 
before the official figures have been 
published. 

In a future with more powerful AI and 
better analytics, this process is likely 
to be efficient, timely, automated and 
predictive, rendering the financial 
information provided by companies 
a smaller component of investment 
decisions. The same technology could 
help tech-savvy companies proactively 
monitor external information about 
their businesses and play a more active 
part in the evolving public story of 
their organisation’s performance.

Bringing data to life

Data visualisation will be enhanced 
by virtual and augmented reality 
environments and used to translate 
corporate reporting.

Gone are the days of hard copy, 
human-readable, reports or their pdf-
enabled cousins. Instead, tomorrow’s 
graphics will become an intelligent 
window into a broad range of data 
from across the organisation – and 
potentially beyond. They will help 
corporates and stakeholders to 
detect, analyse and understand 
the trends impacting organisations 
in as much or as little detail as 
necessary. The information will be 
easily understandable, sensitive 
to potentially rapid changes in the 
business environment and provide an 
accurate, up-to-date communications 
tool for the board and management.

Machine learning technology could 
automate visualisation processes, 
helping to pre-empt potential conflicts 
of views and by identifying trends to 
learn from previous interactions – as 
well as, in the longer-term, provide 
proactive solutions to the issues it 
identifies.

Analysts and investors 
are using disparate 
data sets to help them 
corroborate company-
sourced financial data.
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Maintaining trust

Technology will be useful only to the 
extent that it can be trusted and that 
it can help companies maintain trust 
with their many stakeholders.

The annual report is one tool in 
demonstrating accountability and 
building trust. But in today’s highly 
connected and dynamic world it 
is only part of the solution. More 
information is being demanded, often 
outside of the traditional financial 
statements, but, in using measures and 
reporting models that are themselves 
evolving and often in early stages of 
development and less well defined, 
the quality and reliability of this 
non-financial information has been 
questionable.

New forms of assurance are being 
developed to provide insight into 
the maturity of a company’s systems 
and procedures in these new areas 
of reporting. This will help the user 
form a view on the level of confidence 

they can have within this information. 
But are there other ways that these 
aims can be achieved? Technology has 
been a catalyst for these demands, 
but in the longer term it can also 
be a solution to building trust in a 
company’s reported data.

For example, consumers regularly 
buy products, book restaurants 
or plan holidays based on the 
recommendations of others. Could 
the views of the ‘crowd’ embraced by 
companies such as TripAdvisor, eBay 
and others be applied to the corporate 
reporting model? Investment decisions 
may already be driven at times by the 
consensus views from analysts. But 
could key metrics and information on 
other aspects of a company’s business 
model – such as its workforce, 
customer relationships and supply 
chain – be corroborated through 
multiple data points, including from 
crowd-sourced recommendations?

Such social media aggregation tools 
could also be used to analyse market 
sentiment, allowing a company to see 
what is being said about it as events 
unfold. This knowledge could be 
used to enhance brand experience 
and allow for closer tracking of key 
messages across multiple platforms. 
However, the insights gained from this 
process could be more actively used to 
influence and refine an organisations 
corporate reporting.

Blockchain technology, best known for 
its use in cryptocurrencies, is predicted 
to have wide-ranging implications 
for how data is secured, transmitted, 
and protected. As the use of such 
technology proliferates through smart 
contracts and financial transactions, 
trust in companies’ financial data, 
and potentially other data, will be 
strengthened.

Could the views of the 
‘crowd’ embraced by 
companies such as  
TripAdvisor, eBay and 
others be applied to the 
corporate reporting 
model?
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Blockchain could have profound 
implications for today’s reporting model 
and the way transactions are recorded 
and information shared between parties. 
Because a digital distributed ledger 
effectively ties all of the databases 
involved in a transaction together, 
each transaction is visible to all parties 
concerned. If blockchain were integrated 
with reporting processes, companies 
could provide as much evidence as they 
felt was needed to build trust in the 
figures that they disclose.

In addition, those involved in compiling 
the report and accounts would be 
confident that the data they used was 
accurate because any transmission errors 
between different databases would be 
eliminated. Real-time reporting could 
become a reality through blockchain 
as it transparently reports financial 
transactions as they occur and in so 
doing radically change the role of 
intermediaries (regulators, policy-
makers, financial institutions, auditors) 
in the supply chain.

Finally, blockchain could provide the 
empirical evidence needed to build trust 
among stakeholders into a company’s 
culture, behaviours, contracts, suppliers 
and customers. For example, the 
diamond industry has been pioneering 
moves to address concerns over the 
introduction of blood diamonds into the 
supply chain by tracking the stones with 
blockchain technologies. Blockchain’s 
ability to secure and time stamp a broad 
range of information – from smart 
contracts and covenants, to physical 
and digital goods – through its entire 
supply chain promises to establish a 
stronger foundation for this often-elusive 
information.
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Key considerations for 
future-proofed reporting

•  Keep up with technology 
developments. Know where 
company stakeholders are sourcing 
data and how they’re consuming 
and analysing it. Consider how you 
will embrace new technologies 
to change how you provide 
stakeholders with information 
quickly so that they are less likely 
to go elsewhere!

•  Two-way communication is the 
only way. Be an active listener, not 
only consistent and transparent 
in the messages you put out, but 
use emerging technologies to 
capture and analyse stakeholder 
perspectives to look for areas of 
engagement.

•  Cater for people and machines!  
Consider what information you 
provide and how you provide it so 
that it is easily digestible by both 
humans and machines.

•  Build processes to avoid 
unconscious bias slipping into 
your reporting, whether it’s via 
those creating your algorithms, 
who you’re engaging with, how 
data is interpreted, or what you’re 
presenting.

•  Be authentic and accountable. 
Company reporting is undermined 
when it paints a picture that 
contradicts the organisation’s 
behaviours and other 
communications, so it’s essential to 
connect to the wider organisation. 
Authenticity comes with 
consistency both internally and 
externally and a strong corporate 
purpose, supported by values and 
behaviours that are clearly aligned 
to the strategy, business model and 
assessment of performance.

Change is coming soon

While today’s reporting model and the accompanying 
legal framework have remained relatively static, the 
changes outlined in this paper are coming soon. 
They may not take the exact form described here, but 
change is inevitable. 

There is very little today stopping 
companies from reporting a broader 
set of information to a wide range of 
stakeholders in innovative ways and 
through multiple channels. The main 
barrier seems to be that companies 
believe the costs of doing so outweigh 
the potential benefits – an approach 
based more on managing reporting risk 
by saying less, than managing the risk by 
being more accountable. 

Fast forward five years and companies 
will still have a say over what they decide 
to report and how that is presented, 
but the decision to resist this trend 
will become harder to justify. As the 
proliferation of external data changes 
the weight external users place on 
official information, the decision may 
even be taken out of their hands. Instead, 
companies will need to be far more 
responsive to other sources of data and 
what they say – whether that is because 
they provide conflicting data, or new 
insights into the business.

To be successful, company-sourced data 
will need to be authentic, reported in the 
broader context of its mission and goals. 
Companies will have to demonstrate a 
strong corporate purpose, supported 
by clearly communicated values and 
accepted behaviours – whether in the 
boardroom, with employees, or via 
social media. There will need to be 

clear alignment between its core values, 
strategy, business model and appetite for 
risk. Companies will also have to display 
an understanding and appreciation 
of their stakeholders’ perspectives, 
issues and risk more broadly – backed 
up by clear accountability to those 
stakeholders and a commitment to their 
core values.

Companies that engage in open and 
responsive dialogue, using emerging 
technologies underpinned by those 
values, should be able to build an 
effective two-way dialogue with their 
stakeholders – one which demonstrates 
consistency, transparency and 
accountability. Such company-sourced 
information will be timelier, better 
evidenced and be represented in a 
wider range of formats that suit the 
needs of their different stakeholders. 
As technology takes away some of the 
labour-intensive work from those who 
prepare annual reports, it will enable 
them to focus on what really matters: 
greater insight into how their companies 
are preserving and creating value for the 
benefit of all concerned.
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